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Abstract 
Using elementary linear algebra techniques a detailed escription of the suborbits of the 
action of PSL(2, q 2) on the cosets of PGL(2, q) which allows a construction of the correspond- 
ing orbital graphs is given. 
1. Introduction 
There has recently been a considerable amount of activity in the area of vertex- 
transitive graphs, i.e. graphs whose automorphism group is transitive on the vertex 
set. Among them a subclass of Cayley graphs is defined in the following way. For 
a group G and a subset M ~_ G\{1} closed under inversion, the CayIey 9raph Cg(G, M) 
of G relative to M has vertex set G and two vertices x, yeG are adjacent if and only if 
xy-1 e M. Cayley graphs are exactly those graphs which admit a regular group of 
automorphisms. However, not all vertex-transitive graphs are Cayley graphs. In fact, 
a useful method for generating non-Cayley vertex-transitive graphs is to take some 
family of transitive permutation groups without regular subgroups and to construct 
the corresponding orbital graphs. Namely, a transitive permutation group G on a set 
V gives rise to an induced action of G on the set V x V. Let v e V and U be a suborbit of 
G relative to v, i,e. an orbit of the stabilizer of v in G. If A is the corresponding orbit of 
the induced action of G on I/x V, then the orbital 9raph X(G, U) of G with respect o 
U is the digraph with vertex set V and arc set A. In particular, A contains each of the 
arcs (v, u), (ueU). The suborbit U is said to be self-paired if A is a symmetric relation 
on V. In this case the orbital graph X(G, U) is an undirected graph. Moreover, if the 
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group G is primitive, then all non-trivial suborbits give rise to connected graphs [l, 
page 811. In view of these remarks, we may look for possible examples of non-Cayley 
graphs among orbital graphs arising from the self-paired suborbits of primitive 
permutation groups without regular subgroups. Such is the case with orbital graphs of 
order q(q’+ 1)/2 associated with PSL(2,qz), acting by right multiplication on the 
right cosets of a subgroup isomorphic to PGL(2,q), i.e. this group is maximal in 
PSL(2,q’) (for example see [4, page 2391). Further, the automorphism group of 
a corresponding orbital graph must be contained in Aut(PSL(2,q’)) and hence does 
not have a regular subgroup of degree q(q2+ 1)/2. The study of these graphs is 
relevant for the classification of vertex-transitive graphs whose order is a product of 
two primes [6]. In fact, as it came to our notice while preparing the final version of this 
paper, these graphs were independently found by Praeger and Xu [7] who base their 
analysis on a rather elegant use of certain 4-dimensional vector spaces. Also, subdeg- 
rees of all primitive permutation representations of PSL(2, p) were calculated in [S]. 
This thesis is quite nonavailable, but some extractions appeared in [2]. 
The approach we propose here gives an enumeration of the suborbits of the action 
of PSL(2, q2) on cosets of PGL(2, q). A detailed description of these suborbits is thus 
obtained, allowing one to construct the corresponding orbital graphs and study their 
structural properties. In particular, it might be possible to decide if they are hamil- 
tonian or not, giving a partial contribution to the long standing problem on the 
existence of hamilton paths in connected vertex-transitive graphs. 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following result. 
Theorem 1.1. Let G = PSL(2, q2) act on the cosets of an isomorphic copy of PGL(2, q) 
inside G. Zf q = 1 (mod 4), then G has 
(i) 1 suborbit of length q(q - 1)/2, 
(ii) 1 suborbit of length (q2 - l), 
(iii) (q - 5)/4 suborbits of length q(q - l), 
(iv) (q- 1)/4 suborbits of length q(q+ 1). 
Zf q E 3 (mod 4), then G has 
(v) 1 suborbit of length q(q + 1)/2, 
(vi) 1 suborbit of length (q2 - l), 
(vii) (q - 3)/4 suborbits of length q(q - l), 
(viii) (q - 3)/4 suborbits of length q(q + 1). 
Furthermore, all suborbits are self-paired. A more detailed description of these 
suborbits is given in Table 2. 
Also, orbital graphs arising in the smallest admissible case q = 3 are constructed 
after the proof of Theorem 1.1 at the end of Section 4. 
Throughout this paper we adopt the following notation. Let q be a power of an odd 
prime and let F =GF(q). Fixing a nonsquare PEF, let LY be a solution of the equation 
x2 = b. Then V= F(a) is isomorphic to GF(q2). It will be convenient to think of Vas of 
a vector space over F. For v, WEV, denote by Z(v) and _Y(u, w) the subspaces of 
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Table 2 
H-suborbits 
Suborbit F” 
Length 1 42-1 q(q- I)/2 q(q+ l)i2 q(q- 1) q(q+l) 
Number if q- 1 (4) 
Number if qs 3 (4) 
Range of o 
V generated by {v} and {u, w}, respectively. Let R be a subset of V with the property 
that for all UE V* there is a unique rER such that v~_Y’(r). Without loss of generality 
wemayput R={l,a,rl,r;’ ,.._, r,,,,r;l}, wherem=(q-1)/2. 
With S denoting the set of all squares of F, let S* = S n F* = S\ {0}, N = F\S*, and 
N = F\S*. Moreover let G = PSL(2, I’) and K = PSL(2, F). With 
g= 
a 0 
i 1 0 .-I ’ 
let H denote the subgroup of G generated by K and d. It can be shown that H is 
isomorphic to PGL(2, F). Define X and z?’ to be the sets of right cosets of K in G and 
of H in G, respectively. A K-suborbit is a suborbit of the action of G on X relative to 
the stabilizer K. Similarly, an H-suborbit is a suborbit of the action of G on 2 relative 
to the stabilizer H. 
Finally, we shall be sloppy and shall refer to the elements of G as matrices. The 
symbol * in place of an entry of a matrix of G will stand for a suitable element of I’. 
2. A representation for cosets of K 
We first obtain a representation for the right cosets of K in G. 
Let 
g= t v 
[ 1 U W 
be an element of G. If y’EKg then there are a, b, c, dEF such that 
Since T(t, u)= A’(at + bu, ct + du), the vector subspace of V generated by the entry in 
the first column of g depends solely on the coset Kg. The same is true for the second 
column. Therefore we can say that the coset Kg is of type (ilj) if i is the dimension of 
Z(t, u) and j is the dimension of _%‘(u, w). Note that if 9’ is a K-suborbit then a right 
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multiplication by 
0 1 
[ 1 -1 0 
establishes a bijection from the set of cosets of type (211) in Y to the set of cosets of 
type (112) in Y. 
Lemma 2.1. Let 
be a coset of K in G. Then: 
(i) if Kg is of type (111) then g may be chosen to be of the form 
r 0 
[ 1 o r-l , =:R; 
(ii) if Kg is of type (1[2), then g may be chosen to be of the form 
x+ya -1 
* 1 -2a ) x,y~F, ZEF*. 
(iii) if Kg is of type (211) or (212), then g may be chosen to be of the form 
iz; “:‘“1; x,y~F, ZEF*. 
Moreooer, in each of cases (i)-(iii) the representative of the given form is unique. The 
number of cosets of types (ill), (l(2), (211) and (212) is q+l, q2-1, q2-1 and 
q3 - 2q2 + 1 respectively. 
Proof. First we show that each column [t uIT, such that _!Z(t, U) has dimension 1, can 
be transformed into a column of the form [v OIT. If t =0 then the matrix 
0 1 
[ I -1 0 
takes [0 u]’ into [u 
[t OIT by the matrix 
1 0 r 1 -z 1 . 
OIT. Assume thus that t#O. The column [t ztlT is taken into 
Also, [t 01’ can be transformed into any column of the form [zt OIT. Therefore, any 
coset of type (1 I 1) has a representative with the first column [r O]‘, reR, and so 
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of the form 
r 0 
[ 1 0 r-l . 
For a suitable ZEF, the matrix 
1 z 
[ 1 0 1 
takes the above element into 
r 0 
[ 1 0 r-l . 
This proves (i). 
By the remark preceding Lemma 2.1, part (ii) will follow immediate1 when part (iii) 
is proved. 
Let us now suppose that Kg is of type (2 1 j) and let [t uIT be the first column of an 
element of Kg. We must prove that for some ZEF” an element of K transforms the 
above column into [l zalT. In fact, such is the matrix 
a b 
[ 1 cz dz 
where z is the inverse of ad - bc and 
a c 
[ 1 b d 
is the matrix of the change of bases t,~-+l, M. This proves (iii). The uniqueness of 
representatives of the given form is clear for cosets in (i) and (iii) and so for all cosets. 
The number of cosets of each type is computed using this uniqueness. We first count 
the cosets of type (211). Letting c’=x +JU, the representative for such a coset given in 
(iii) satisfies either 1: = 0 or 1 + zxv~_P(o). The latter implies u=(e-za)- ’ for some 
eeF. Hence we have q - 1 choices for z and q choices for e. Adding the q - 1 cosets with 
v=O, we obtain (q- l)(q+ 1) different representatives. Since the index of K in C is 
q2(q + 1) and 1 R I= q + 1 and there are as many cosets of type (2 11) as of type (112) the 
assertion follows. 0 
Let Kg be a coset of type (2 lj), (j = 1,2). Then the unique matrix of the form given in 
part (iii) of Lemma 2.1 is said to be the canonical representative of Kg. If 
is such a representative, then x(g) = x( Kg) = yz is called the character of g and of Kg, 
and z(g)=z(Kg)=z is called the index of g and of Kg. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let g, g’ be the canonical represent&ices qf cosets of K. Then Kg and Kg’ 
belong to the same K-suborbit if and only if one of the~ol~ow~~g holds: 
(9 ~(g)=~(g’)~(O, -8-l); 
(4 ~(g)=x(g’)~{O, -8-l) and z(g~z(g’)~~*. 
Proof. Since 
it follows that a coset of the form 
lies in the K-suborbit containing 
So without loss of generality we let 
g=Lzi ‘~1 and g~=[z!~ YF]. 
Also let x(g)=x and x(g’)=x’. 
For Kg and Kg’ to be in the same suborbit, we must have 
for suitable a, b, c, d, a’, 6’. c’, d’&. This leads to the following two linear systems 
ta’ b’l [ ,!, 1 ~~,~]-~n+cyn b+dwl, 
IIC’ d’l [z!a &J= [azafc(1 +xD) bzx+d(l +x/?)], 
which we solve for a’, b’, c’, d’ by Cramer’s rule as follows: 
a’= 
b’= 
a+cYcl b+dycc 
z’a 1 +x1/3 ’ 
1 y’x 
afcycl b+dysr ’ 
c’= azz+c(l +x/3) brr+d(li-x/3) 
z’c? l+x’jy ’ 
d’ = 
1 Y’X 
aza+c(l +x/3) bza+d(l +xj?) _ 
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In order to a’, b’, c’, d’ to belong to F, their components with respect to c1 in the basis 
1, x must be zero. We obtain thus the system 
-bz’+cy(l+X’P)=O, 
-ay’+dy=O, 
az(1 +x/P)-dz’(l +xB)=O, 
bz-cy’(1 +xp)=O, 
which splits into 
[ 
-y’ 
41+ X’B) -zf(;+,,l][l]=[:] 
-z’ 
(2) 
Z 
The determinants of the coefficient matrices of (1) and (2) are equal to x’ -x. Hence 
x’ =x if Kg and Kg’ are to be in the same suborbit. Therefore the respective solutions 
for (1) and (2) are given by ordered pairs (Az’,Az) and (py(l +x/?),~z’), where A,,~EF*. 
Thus the matrix 
a b 
[ 1 c d 
must be of the form 
AZ PYU +xP) 
P’ 1 AZ’ . 
Its determinant is A = A’zz’-p*yz’(l +xp). If 1 and 1 +xfi are both nonzero, we can 
clearly find 1, p such that A = 1. This proves (i). Otherwise A = A’zz’ which is possible if 
and only if zz’ is a square. This proves (ii). I7 
3. Stabilizers and K-suborbits 
For the rest of the paper we let Q be the set of all elements XE:F such that x = y’p + y 
for some YE F. Furthermore, define Q + = Qn S* and !S - = Q n N*. Finally, if x is 
a character of a coset, put o= x*b+x. In order to compute the length of the 
K-suborbits we need to know, for all Kg, the size of the intersection C, of K with the 
stabilizer of Kg in G. This is the content of the next lemma. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let 
1 YX 
9= 
[ 1 ZCI * ’ 
with zEF* and ~EF, and let x=x(g). ZfC=C, then 
i 
4 if o=o. 
ICI= (4+1)/2 if WEQ-, 
(q- 1)/2 if cES2+. 
(3) 
Proof. Let 
a b 
[ 1 c d EC. 
To obtain the form of this matrix let y’ =y and z’= z in systems (1) and (2). It follows 
that a = d and b = c( y ” j + yz - 1 ). The condition ad - bc = 1 is then equivalent to 
a’-c2(y2p+yzp1)- 1 =O. (4) 
Letting 6(c)= 1 +c2(y2j?+yz-i) and A={cEFJG(c)ES}, the solutions of (4) are 
given by 
a1,2= +JG (5) 
and lie in F if and only if CEA. Since z2(y2B+yz-‘)=o, the quantities 
y2/?+yz-’ and o are simultaneously in S*, N* or (0). (6) 
Note that if qEl(mod4) then lSnS+lJ=ISnN+ll=(q+1)/2. Moreover if 
q=3(mod4) then (SnS+lj=(q-1)/2 and (Sn N + 1 (=(q+3)/2. This implies the 
following formula for the size of A. 
(q+1)/2 if qrl(mod4) and w#O, 
JAI= 
I 
(q+3)/2 if q=3(mod4) and OEQ-, (7) 
(q-l)/2 if q=3(mod4) and OESZ+. 
Let us count the number of distinct elements of C corresponding to elements c in A. 
For each i = 1,2, with ai as in (5) let 
Mi(C)= 
ai c(y2jI+yz-1) 
c ai I. 
It is easily checked that 
M,(-c)=M,(c) 
and 
M,(c)=M,(c) 0 c=O or 6(c)=O. 
(8) 
(9) 
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Table 1 
K-suborbits 
Suborbit length 
Number of suborbits 
range of ~n 
Number of cosets of type ... 
in each 
Range of z for cosets of type (21j) 
(111) 
(112) 
(211) 
(212) 
1 (qZ-- 1)/2 (q2-- 1)/2 q(q- - l )  q(q--  1) 
2 2 2 (q -- 3)/2 (q -- 1)/2 
{0} {0} ~- o + 
1 0 0 0 2 
0 (q -  1)/2 (q -  1)/2 0 2(q- - l )  
0 (q - 1)/2 (q -  l)/2 0 2(q-- 1) 
0 (q -- 1)2/2 (q - 1)2/2 q(q-- 1) (q-- l)(q --2) 
- -  S* N*  F* F* 
Hence a pair {c,-c} gives rise to two different elements of 2;, unless c=0 or 6(c)=0 
when only one such element is obtained. If~o = 0 then 6(c) = 1 for all ceF and so A = F. 
It follows from (8) and (9) that the cardinality of X is q, which proves the first line in (3). 
(Note that the mapping cw-~Ml(c) is an isomorphism from (F ,+)  to 2;.) 
Suppose now that e~#0. If q - l (mod4)  then - I~S and so 6(c)=0 for some c if 
and only if co is a square. Analogously, if q -  3 (rood 4) then 6(c) = 0 for some c if and 
only if co is a nonsquare. The last two lines of (3) now follow immediately from 
(8) and (9). [] 
Proposition 3.2. The structure of K-suborbits is described in Table 1. 
Proof. The first column is self-evident, because the cosets represented by the identity 
and by & form the unique two suborbits of length 1. 
The second and third column correspond to the case where IZ[= q, i.e. ~o = 0 in view 
of Lemma 3.1. Let 5~ be one of the corresponding suborbits of length (q2_ 1)/2. By 
Lemma 2.2, the cosets of type (2lj), ( j= l ,2 )  in 5~ have the same character 
X e { 0, - /3 -1  }. Moreover, the corresponding values of the z are either all in S* or all in 
N*. The total number of cosets of type (2 l J), (J = t, 2) in 50 is then given by all possible 
choices for x, y and z satisfying the above conditions. These choices are q for x and 
(q-1) /2  for z, while y is uniquely determined by the equation yz = X. Therefore the 
total number of these cosets is q(q -  1)/2. Among them, those of type (211) correspond 
to x=0.  So their number is (q -1) /2  and thus the number of cosets of type (212) is 
(q - 1)2/2, Also, the number of cosets of type (112) is (q - 1)/2. Furthermore, no coset of 
type ( l l l )  can lie in a suborbit of length (q2  1F2. 
The fourth column corresponds to the case where IZl =(q + 1)/2, i.e. ¢oe~- in view 
of Lemma 3.1. Let 5 v be one of the corresponding suborbits of length q(q -  1). We first 
show that all the cosets in 5 P are of type (2 j2). It suffices to see that 5 v contains no coset 
of type (2J 1). In fact, the coset 
z~ l+z~v 
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is of type (2 11) if and only if z #O and o =xz.z2, which is a square. In view of 
Lemma 2.2 we may deduce that the suborbits are in l-l correspondence with 
characters x satisfying o=~~~+xEQ-. By (6) their number is precisely 
ly2j3+F*nN*(=IN*\(y2~}I which equals (q-3)/2 because y’fl$N*. 
The last column is obtained from the rest of Table 1 in view of Lemmas 2.1 
and 2.2. 0 
4. The H-suborbits 
The next lemma is crucial for the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Lemma 4.1. Let KgES have type (2lj), (j= 1,2) and be contained in 9. Let X=X(Kg) 
and z = z(Kg). Then 
(i) X(Kjig)= -x-B-‘, z(Kdg)= -2, x(Kgk)=x and z(KgG)=zB-‘. 
(ii) Y contains also K&g if and only if w= -(48)-l. Its length is q(q- 1) if 
qrl(mod4) and q(q+l) $q=3(mod4). 
(iii) Y does not contain K&g6 if and only if o=O. 
Proof. If 
g =[ z: 1 :J 
iig=[: $:;,]. 
Multiplying on the left by 
[ :z zo’] 
we have that 
[ 
1 z-‘a-‘+v 
-Zc( zcw 1 
belongs to K&g. Therefore x( KEg) = - x-p - 1 and z( K&g) = - z. Similarly, it can be 
seen that the canonical representative of KgE is 
[ 
1 ~-‘(2;+(zp-l@.) 
- zga * 1 
Therefore X(Kgd)= -x-fi-’ and z(KgE)= -zfi-‘. This proves (i). 
If Kdg is in Y then we must have -x--p-‘=x. Therefore x= -(2/I-’ and 
o = - (48) I. By Lemma 2.2 S is uniquely determined. Part (ii) follows from Table 1 in 
view of the fact that -(48)-l is a square if and only if qs3 (mod4). 
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In view of(i), X(Kdgd) = x and z(KEgd) = zp- ‘. Therefore the product of the indices 
of Kg and Kdgd is a nonsquare and (iii) follows from Lemma 2.2. 0 
For each 0~0 let Y- be the set of all elements of Z containing a canonical 
representative g whose character x satisfies x28+ x=w. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Each K-suborbit 9’ gives rise to an H-suborbit Y which 
consists of all cosets of the forms C u EC and (C u EC)& (CE~‘). We observe that the 
length of 9 is half the length of Y if GKEY and is twice the length of Y if rCa$Y. In 
all other cases lengths of Y and F coincide. 
Note that x(-x-/Y-‘)= -p- ’ w and so in view of Lemma 4.1 the value of w is 
invariant on each H-suborbit. It follows that Y = YU for some UJEQ. The first column 
of Table 2 needs no explanation, The second column is a direct consequence of part 
(iii) in Lemma 4.1. Similarly, the third and fourth columns follow from part (ii) of 
Lemma 4.1. Finally, the last two columns follow from statements (ii) and (iii) of 
Lemma 4.1. 
It remains to show that all of these suborbits are self-paired. This is clearly the case 
for suborbits Fe and Y_(48jm1. Let S=Yw, with ~$10, -(4p)-‘} and let g be 
a canonical representative contained in an element of T. Then it can be seen that 
X(Kg-‘)=X(Kg). Hence both Hg and Hg- ’ belong to Y which is therefore self- 
paired. Cl 
With the explicit description of H-suborbits 9, the construction of the correspond- 
ing orbital graphs X(G, T) is relatively simple. Of course, they must be undirected 
because of the self-pairedness of suborbits Y. The structure of these graphs is best 
understood via a factorization modulo a cyclic group of order (q2 + 1)/2. To illustrate 
this approach consider the smallest admissible case q = 3. Here we have two nontrivial 
H-suborbits. Namely, F1 of length 6 containing cosets with representatives 
[ liff _p,J [;:1 I]> [,:-,Z ‘J 
[: ‘;.J [: ::I:]> [: I;] 
and Ye of length 8 containing cosets with representatives 
We obtain two complementary graphs with 15 vertices. The graph X(G, .Yr) is 
depicted in Fig. 1, where the notation of Frucht [3] is used to emphasize the three 
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Fig. 1. X(G.yr). 
orbits of the cyclic group of order 5. (Note that the group PSL(2,9) is isomorphic to 
A, and the graph in Fig. 1 is in fact the complement of the line graph of K6). 
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